RERIS STUDIES IN INTERNATIONAL SPORT
RELATIONS
Edited by Georgia Cervin, Sylvain Dufraisse, Brenda Elsey, Nicola Sbetti, Amanda
Shuman, and Philippe Vonnard
The Transnational Sport History series publishes books that explore interconnectivity
between people and organizations in sport that go beyond the framework of national
approaches. It aims to showcase works (individual or collective) that use new critical
methodologies, sources from a variety of different languages, and topics that challenge
Euro-American-centrism and assumptions about gender in global sport.

All of the manuscripts will be peer-reviewed.
Interested authors are encouraged to submit a short proposal in English to the
publisher (Julia.Brauch@degruyter.com) or to Philippe Vonnard
(philippe.vonnard@unil.ch)

In Partnership with RERIS (reris.net)
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Why publish with De Gruyter?
Individualized Support and Guidance from Experienced Editors
The publisher’s editors are academic specialists in the subject areas they oversee and
provide dependable and close support during the publication process. Additional,
external copyediting and/or language polishing by native speakers can be provided
upon request.

Peer Review

De Gruyter places a strong emphasis on quality. Prior to their release, all manuscripts
go through a strict external peer review process done by prominent scholars in the
relevant field.

Collaboration with Funding Institutions
There is no subsidy required for the publication of books in this series. If scholars are
eligible for and wish to apply for outside funding/subsidies toward publication, De
Gruyter will support them in applying for outside funding /subsidies. We will
adhere to any special requirements set by the potential funding institution and will
provide you with the documentation needed for the application, such as a cost
calculation or letter of intent.

Innovative Open Access Distribution
De Gruyter offers numerous opportunities for open access publication, both in the
sciences and the humanities. Contact your editor for more information.

Professionalism in Publication
All new publications are made available digitally and in print at the same time.
We ensure the rapid processing and production of accepted manuscripts (on average,
from 6 weeks to 4 months for books).
Our professional typesetting practices ensure a clear and precise typographical layout
while also providing for easy readability in both print and digital formats.
All digital content is stored in long-term archives at external service providers, thus
guaranteeing accessibility long into the future.

Marketing Your Work
De Gruyter’s Marketing and Sales teams ensure the worldwide exposure and availability
of every single one of our publications.
From newsletters, e-mailings, partner marketing, abstracting and indexing services to
social media and our website, we are regularly developing new, high impact ways to
build awareness of your work’s content.
Our International Sales team serves libraries and academic institutions in nearly every
major territory in the world.
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